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The GHIA project

 Aim: To better understand the benefits and 
values of urban GI to older people and how 
GI attributes and interventions can best 
support healthy ageing in urban areas

 Development of web tools to provide access 
to project results:

• Representation, mapping and analysis of 
project data 

• Translating findings into a set of 
requirements for a web-mapping system 

• Collate the co-researched and produced 
outputs, and host them via an online tool 



GHIA tools – development process
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1. Review 
existing online 
decision support 
tools

2. Develop a set 
of requirements 
from GHIA 
research team

3. Review 
requirements 
with GHIA 
Advisory Group

4. Develop 
prototype tool

5. Test prototype 
tool with GHIA 
research team & 
Advisory Group

6. Refine tool 
based on 
feedback

7. Disseminate 
tool

8. Analyse 
responses & 
evaluate use 
(impact)

GHIA tools created by:



Three online tools to explore research 
outputs interactively



GHIA Extract tool

 Function: Users can find information about the amount of green and 
blue space for their area and compare to GM averages

 Audience: Practitioners, decision-makers, community groups

 Example: A local community group wants to apply for funding to 
improve green space. They use the tool to get data on green cover 
in their area and how it compares to the ward and GM average



GHIA Extract tool
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Function: Find out information about the amount of green and blue space 
in different areas in Greater Manchester 
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GHIA Extract tool
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Function: Find out information about the amount of green and blue space 
in different areas in Greater Manchester 



GHIA Value tool
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 Function: Users can submit and explore their views on how urban green 
spaces affect their health and wellbeing, and compare their views with 
those of other people

 Audience: General public, practitioners, community groups

 Example: A resident completes the survey to tell us what they personally 
value about GI for their health and wellbeing. They can see their views 
mapped and compare their views with others with different age groups 
and across GM

A non-monetary valuation tool based on a Q-sort methodology

 40 statements used to represent 10 different wellbeing dimensions

 Sorted into degrees of agreement/disagreement 

 Analysed to identify distinctive statements and groups

 Used to establish a sub-set of 15 statements for the tool

O’Neill, Christian, R., J, Austin, A., Jeffares, S., Gilchrist, A & Lindley, S. (2019) How is green and blue space in Greater
Manchester valuable to you?  Exploring the value of green spaces for the well-being of older people. GHIA Internal Report. 



GHIA Value tool
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Function: Contribute views about how green and blue spaces in Greater 
Manchester influence your health and wellbeing and see what others say
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GHIA Value tool
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GHIA Value tool

 Exploring mapped responses 14

Function: Contribute views about how green and blue spaces in Greater 
Manchester influence your health and wellbeing and see what others say



Thank you

 GHIA website: https://ghia.org.uk/

 Follow us on twitter

 Interested in similar tools for your area? Please get in touch via 
email: g.cavan@mmu.ac.uk / sarah.lindley@manchester.ac.uk
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 Richard Kingston & Vasileios Vlastaras, Tellus Toolkit, 
https://www.tellus-toolkit.com/

 John O’Neill, GHIA research team and GHIA Advisory Group
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